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Laughter might be the best medicine, but it's not covered by Medicare. So this little book provides a

low-cost, over-the-counter dosage to cheer up (and/or terrify) those who find themselves on the

wrong end of health maintenance. (Whichever the "wrong end" might be.) Some of the funniest

humor writers on the scene today share their stories, jokes, therapeutic venting, and scans of the

process of Getting Better--including some medical personnel who didn't realize they were being

funny.Contributors include columnists, comedians, authors, TV writers, and people with

unauthorized access to hospital files. This inexpensive, pocket-sized book is a time-released "get

well card" for the ailing and afflicted, an inside chuckle for medical professionals, and a collection of

healing fun for those who aren't under care at the moment.Contents include:--Previews of Coming

Contractions--My Hysterical-Ectomy --Sometimes It Is Brain Surgery--Waiting for Dr. Godot--The

Missing Vagina Monologues--The Patients of Job--The Ma'am-O-Gram--Hip Op Album--When

Make-A-Wish Goes Bad--Specialistsâ€™ Opinion on ObamaCare--Confessions of a Candy StriperA

great collection of laughs for anybody associated with Medicine from any perspective, these fine

writers and hilarious bloopers will have you in stitches... if you aren't already.
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As the author of a health and humor blog, this book was right up my alley. I was laughing from the

first essay all the way to the last.With all the fear and worry that can go hand-in-hand with medical

issues, it's a life-saver (not to mention stress-buster) to be able to laugh at the whole thing. The

writers included in this collection do an amazing job of just that, keeping us laughing!I would happily

reccomend this book to anyone, whether thay've been through the "system" or not. Let's face the

facts, if you're not a patient already, then one day you will be and I guaruntee there's a story in here

for every medical situation that'll have you laughing too hard to worry.

They say laughter is the best medicine. My Funny Major Medical certainly provides a good dosage

of that! It is a humorous collection of stories from comedians, authors, and columnists that

showcases the funny side of health care. These authors pull no punches and tell it exactly as it is.

And as it is, is side-splitting funny! My Funny Major Medical would make a perfect present for

somebody recovering from a hospital visit. If you want a good laugh, read this book. You won't be

disappointed!

I laughed until I had tears rolling out of my eyes over the "cauliflower" one (you'll recognize it when

you read it)! I was a Surgical Technician and I got roped into that very operation myself one day

between others on my schedule. He tells it just like it is! Haven't had that good a laugh in ages!

Could be a gross-out for those of you without surgical experience, though. Just saying. =)All the

stories are humorous and well worth reading. One of those situations where it wasn't funny at the

time but is in the telling of it after the fact. They do throw in a bunch of jokes between the real life

stories, but the large majority of them are good.Cammy May Hunnicut's was so funny I went and got

her new (short) book and thoroughly enjoyed it also. She's going to be one to watch in humor

writing!Heartily recommend it, at least for those of you who aren't squeamish. =)

Not everyone seems to like this one, but I did enough to give it 4 Stars. It has several different

people's experiences with medical issues, and includes medical jokes between the chapters. I'll

admit some of the stories were not amusing, but I'll also admit that I laughed my butt off at some of

the others. I also enjoyed most of the jokes between the stories so I considered that enough of a



bonus to rate it 4 Stars. If you skip the stories you don't like and just go on to the next you'll probably

find several you enjoy. That's what I did.In conclusion, I do recommend this book to others if you like

funny stories.

This has to be the funniest book I've ever read! It could seriously damage your health - laughed so

hard I nearly split my sides! Congratulations to the contributors who are all without a doubt excellent

and very funny writers. I think the book contains something for everyone, even if you haven't had a

major skirmish with health care; this is also equally valid to UK's NHS! This book would be ideal

Christmas present material, pity I missed this year. Loved the jokes in between, might just pinch

'Welcome to the Psychiatric Hotline" that is so funny! Just what I needed for post Christmas blues -

thank you!

The large majority of this book is laugh out loud funny. I found myself unable to contain my laughter

throughout 80% or so of the material. The only parts I did not find funny were a few lists of

alternative medical definitions. Having worked alongside assorted medical personnel, in prisons,

jails, and hospital psych wards and emergency rooms, throughout my career in forensic

andemergency psychology, warped medical humor is just my style. Although I received this book

free through Kindle Buffet, I would have happily bought it .

This blog turned book works because it's a bunch of different funny blogs that are meshed together

into a funny book about medicine. It's not a story, it's just excerpts, from different authors about

childbirth and colonoscopies, etc. I'm a physician, so I only give it 4 stars because some of the

stories are not completely medically plausible.

WARNING, do not read this if you have recently had surgery, you'll laugh so hard you'll remove your

own stitches! A witty collection of medical stories written by patients, not health care professionals. It

starts out fantastic and the stories just keep coming, better and better.P.S. Don't read in bed either, I

woke my husband up from a dead sleep I was laughing so hard. He thought we were having an

earthquake!A hoot for all ages!
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